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Assumptions  
2015 

You are familiar with setting up a Drupal site 
 
You are familiar with the views module 
 
You are familiar with the rules module 
 
 
 
 



The Rules module is often used as 
a site building tool to create Drupal 
websites.  
 
Rules limitation  
 
-  Not able to access all site data 

-  Depending on which trigger/event 
occurred only a few contextual variables 
will be available for use in a rule.  



Background 
 
views_rules makes dealing with complex loops in rules 
easier 
 
 
Provides a View loop in Rules 
- similar to a regular Rules loop, but allows looping over 
rows of  
  view results. 
 
Collect view result rows in Views 
- collects each variable in all view result rows into list 
variables 
   for use in Rules. 
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Views_Rules allow access 
to other pieces of data (that is, data not 
directly attached to the rules context) 
 
The Views Rules module extends Rules 
and allows you to loop through and 
process lists of data.  
 
Use the Views Rules module to create 
complex rules using views data and 
then act on the data in multiple ways. 
 
This module can add a lot of flexibility 
and power to your site rules.  



Possible 
Projects 



Possible projects 

A B C 

A custom view that 
finds email 
addresses of users 
interested in a 
taxonomy term.  
Use the list of email 
addresses to send 
individual emails 
with a rule. 

Send a 
personalized email 
to members of a 
role. 

Your idea? 
 



Required modules 
 
Entity API - Entity Token  
Mime Mail 
Mail System 
Rules 
Tokens 
Views 
Views Rules  

Modules 



Configure mail: 
mail system 2015 



Configure mail: 
mime mail 2015 



Personalized 
Email 



How do you personalize the email? 
The rule that sends the emails 
needs to have access to the 
information you want to insert into 
the email.  
-  The user’s name 

-  In other words, it needs to have 
access to a token that contains 
the information. 

Create a View that will list all of 
the users that have the role 
Member.  
- The view will contain the user’s 
name from their user profile 
 
Create a Rule that will use this 
view to loop through the list of 
users and send a personalized 
email, with the user’s name, to 
each one.  
 



Views: Create a Rules Display 
 
 
 

Add fields from the user profile 
•  Name 
•  Email  

If a field is not in the Rule display 
for the view, it will not be 
available for use by a rule 
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Rules Display :: Rules ::: row variables 
 
 
 

Configure the row 
variables  
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Rules 2015 



Rules: send email 2015 



Rules: send email :: add view loop 2015 



Rules: send email :: add view loop 2015 



Views Rules Connections 



Views Rules Connections 



Rules: send email :: add view loop ::: add 
action 



Rules: send email ::  

Token Replacement in Send mail to all users of a role 



Views Rules 
Display 
configuration 



Views: add new view 
2015 



Views: Rules Display 

You do not need to 
define a Page 
display 
if you only need the 
view for the 
purpose of 
exposing data to 
rules. 
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Views: Configuration 



Views: Configuration 

Set the Pager to “Show all items”.  
The rule needs all the information  
- paging will cause the rule not to email 
all of the matched users. 



Rules ::: row variables 2015 



Rules ::: row variables 2015 



Rules ::: row variables 
If the field has a label,  
the label will auto-populate 
 
If the field does not have a label,  
the fieldname will auto-populate 
 



THANK YOU! 
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